Positively charged nanogold label allows the observation of fine cell filopodia and flagella in solution by atmospheric scanning electron microscopy.
Optical microscopy is generally the first choice to observe microbes and cells. However, its resolution is not always sufficient to reveal specific target structures, such as flagella and pili, which are only nanometers wide. ASEM is an attractive higher resolution alternative, as the sample is observed in aqueous solution at atmospheric pressure. Sample pretreatment for ASEM only comprises simple tasks including fixation, gold labeling, and reagent exchange, taking less than 1 h in total. The lengthy sample pretreatments often required for more classical electron microscopies, such as embedding and dehydration, are unnecessary, and native morphology is preserved. In this study, positively charged nanogold particles were used to label the surfaces of bacteria and cultured animal cells, exploiting their net negative surface charge. After gold enhancement to increase the size of the nanogold particles, ASEM imaging of the bacteria in aqueous solution revealed pili and delicate spiral flagella. This natural shape contrasts starkly with images of dried flagella recorded by standard SEM. Positively charged nanogold labeled the plasma membrane of cultured COS7 cells, and after enhancement allowed filopodia as thin as 100 nm in diameter to be clearly visualized. Based on these studies, ASEM combined with positively charged nanogold labeling promises to become an important tool for the study of cell morphology and dynamics in the near future.